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Introduction
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are highly effective at

modeling patterns in noisy real-world sequences. However,

there remains little understanding of how RNNs recognize

such rigorous structure. In order to increase the

interpretability of RNNs, we aim to compare their internal

representations with structures that have precise structure

and meaning, namely finite automata (FA) and regular

languages, the class of formal languages they represent. We

ask: How do the internal representations of RNNs

trained to recognize formal languages relate to the

states of automata-theoretic models that are

traditionally used to define these same formal

languages?

A Motivating Example

RNN state space empirically self organizes into an

abstracted version of the DFA it was trained to mimic
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Figure 1: t-SNE plot (Left) of the hidden states of a RNN trained to recognize a regular
language specified by a 6-state DFA (Right). Color denotes DFA state. The trained RNN has
abstracted DFA states 1 (green) and 2 (blue), each of which independently model the pattern
[4-6]*, into a single state

Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA): A finite

state transition system used to accept/reject

samples from a regular grammar, typically specified as

a regex.

DFA states can be abstracted away to form a

Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA)

Transitions between DFA states are deterministic

conditioned on a current state and observation,

which is not necessarily true for NFAs

Figure 2: Diagram of the abstraction process

Recurrent neural networks:

Neural model with recurrent state transition

mechanism

Hidden state of RNN is comparable to DFA state

Comparison Framework

Goal

Find appropriate NFA explaining RNN behavior with

respect to ground truth DFA

Figure 3: Block diagram of framework to compare representations from DFAs and RNNs

Experimental Procedure
We design experiments to evaluate good decoders and

abstraction functions over a large set of random DFAs. Our

prodcedure is as follows:

1) Generate 500 Regular expressions with associated DFAs

at random (previous work used at most 7)

Minimal DFAs have between 3 and 15 nodes (previous

works typically use 3-7 nodes) Random Regexs with

10 characters in alphabet [0-9]

1000 Generated Samples

50/50 accept/reject split

2) Train RNN on each Language Recognition Task to

> 95% classification accuracy

3) Iteratively perform the following routine until NFA has 2

states:

Evaluate a series of mappings (non-linear and linear)

between RNN state space and DFA/NFA state space

using decoding and transitional accuracy

Evaluate competing abstraction functions that create

coarser NFAs

Sequence of abstractions gives a representation for how

RNN organizes hierarchical information

Decoding Accuracy

Measures how well the RNN state is mapped to the

NFA state, at the same time step, by a particular

decoding function.

ρf̂ (RL,AnL) = 1
|D|

∑
w∈D

∑|w |−1
t=0

1(f̂ (ht+1)=α|n|(qt+1))
|w |

Experimental Procedure (Cont.)

Transitional Accuracy

Measures how well transitions, at the same time step,

are preserved by the underlying decoding function.

φf̂ (RL,AnL) = 1
|D|

∑
w∈D

∑|w |−1
t=0

1(f̂ (δR(ht ,at))=α|n|(δ0(f (ht),at)))
|w |

Results

Linear decoders perform similarly to non-linear decoders,

but all mappings decrease in accuracy with larger MDFAs,

suggesting the RNN is implementing abstractions

Figure 4: (Left) Comparison showing linear decoders perform similarly to non-linear
decoders. (Right) As DFAs become more complex, linear decoding accuracy decreases,
suggesting abstractions.

Highest performing abstraction method evaluated is

Max-Confuse

Select abstraction of two states:

Greedy method: to yield highest increase in

decoding accuracy

Max-Confuse method: that are most often

confused for one another in prior decoding step

Random method: done uniformly at random

Number of abstractions (coarseness) necessary to

achieve high (> 90%) decoding accuracy increases as

size of ground truth DFA increases

Greedy  

Figure 5: (Left) Linear decoding performance as a function of coarseness, or the number
of abstractions applied. (Right) A comparison on abstraction methods

Dendrograms represent how RNN state space is organized
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Figure 6: (Top) The RNNs Internal Hierarchical Clustering corresponding to DFA states
for the Dates and Simple Emails DFAs, and (bottom) the corresponding linear decoding
accuracies as a function of coarseness. Used together, these visualizations show an
appropriate level of abstraction that RNN uses to mimic the DFA

Contributions and Conclusions

Neurally inspired comparison framework and intuition for

how Recurrent Neural Networks implement abstractions of

DFAs, namely NFAs, within hidden state space.

Comparison Framework: A flexible framework that

accepts arbitrary regular expressions and outputs DFAs

and relevant random train/test strings

RNNs encode abtractions of DFAs:

Individual states of an DFA can be linearly

decoded from RNN states with high accuracy

Non-linear decoders provide no benefit,

suggesting that the abstractions are

non-seperable

Abstractions give a detailed picture of how RNN

state space is organized relative to MDFA


